The Impact of Parenting Style on Preschoolers’ Theory of Mind Development: A Cross-cultural Perspective
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ABSTRACT
Parenting styles usually divided into authoritative, authoritarian, and permissive parenting impact children’s development. Previous studies showed a correlation between parenting styles and children’s theory-of-mind understanding as a key social cognitive ability. What is more, parenting styles reveal a cultural difference. Combining with the cross-cultural perspective of East-West and collectivism and Individualism, western nations tend to be individualistic. In contrast, eastern nations are more likely to be collectivistic, and these different cultures influence parenting styles. With these impacts, children’s theory-of-mind understanding in the east and west showed a diverse level of development. In the study, it was found that western children showed a superior understand of the theory of mind than those in the eastern. In addition, the sequence of children’s acquisition of theory of mind varies in east and Anglo-West. Additionally, eastern children’s mastery of executive function as a key factor relative to children’s theory of mind within their parental parenting influence is diverse compared with those in western. Although present studies indicated a correlation between parenting and preschoolers’ theory-of-mind development, there are three limitations and relevant future directions: a) the studies focus more on preschoolers’ cross-sectional research but fewer on middle-aged children in longitudinal research to discuss whether parenting styles can predict their later development; b) parenting styles was seldom directly connected with theory-of-mind development to assess their relation, and also the measured approach of the theory of mind is more likely to be assessed with children’s individual skill instead of general skills; c) parenting styles are evaluated with a unitary way adapted from Baumrind’s theory that is incomprehensive and inflexible.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Parenting, including the communicative attitudes of parents on their children and the expression of emotional climate in these attitudes, is assumed to greatly influence their children’s development due to children’s high dependence on their parents in the early childhood stage [1]. In 1971, Baumrind divided parenting into three styles: authoritative, authoritarian, and permissive parenting [2]. Linking with these concepts, two components are accounting for parenting - parental demandingness and responsiveness [3]. Authoritative parenting can be explained in conjunction with responsiveness and demandingness. Authoritative parents give support to their children under a fair disciplinary and monitoring environment [4]. In contrast, authoritarian parenting involves a high level of demandingness but low responsiveness [5]. These styles of parents tend to set up high standards and guidelines requiring their children to obey [4]. As for permissive parents reveal an over tolerance on responsiveness and demandingness with their children, giving their children a great extent of freedom and seldom restraining their behaviors [5]. Additionally, different parenting styles have diverse consequences for children’s personal development. Previous studies showed that authoritative parenting style had a positive impact on children’s development, such as easily leading to higher learning ability and lower aggression. In contrast, children’s inappropriate problems such as conduct problems and high aggression were more likely to appear in an authoritarian home environment. Additionally, as an over-relaxing parenting style, permissive parenting was related to children’s higher level of anxiety [5]. What is more, past studies also showed that parenting styles were related to children’s theory of mind - one of the most important abilities of children’s development, defined as a social cognitive ability inferring the mental states of
others such as beliefs, perceptions, intentions, desires, and emotions [6].

Studies on children’s theory-of-mind development found that children’s acquisition of ToM in their early stage was associated with children’s social function and adaptational social level, having consequences for their social behaviors [7]. There are three types of theories explaining the development of children’s theory of mind. One is theory theory (TT), and the type of theorists argue that our understanding of the mind is an informal, daily framework or fundamental theory rather than a formal theory within a scientific system, emphasizing that children’s experience as an important formative role in the development of children’s theory of mind [8]. On the contrary, the modularity theory (MT) assumed that the acquisition of the theory of mind on children was via the maturation of different modular mechanisms of their nervous system. It is inconsistent with the view of theory theory. That is, experience is not the decisive factor of these modular mechanisms, even though it is important [9]. Harris and others propose the third approach in 1992 called simulation theory (ST). It hypothesized that children could acquire theory-of-mind understanding via a role-taking or an imitation process [10]. Consistent with one of the views of modularity theory, simulation theory also underlines children’s experience as a formative role in their ToM development – children improve their simulation ability in their imitatively practical experience, which is beneficial for developing their theory of mind.

In sum, theory theory, modularity theory, and simulation theory are three major theories accounting for developing the theory of mind. However, in the present research, the acquisition of theory-of-mind understanding was interpreted with the perspective of module and native and minimized the impact of environmental factors [11]. In addition, family as an environmental factor is overlooked in present studies as well, and little research has assessed this issue of parenting and children’s ToM [12,13]. Whereas, parenting style was examined to be associated with the development of children’s theory-of-mind understanding. Therefore, it is essential to understand the impact of parenting styles on children’s theory of mind, which is lack-of-concern today. It is worth mentioning that different parenting styles were assumed to be one of the results of the cross-cultural differences [14]. Hence, to fill with the gap pf present studies about theory-of-mind development, in the review, the impact of parenting styles on children’s ToM was evaluated from the perspective of intercultural differences.

2. THE IMPACT OF CULTURAL DIFFERENCES ON TOM-RELATED PARENTING OUTCOMES

It is almost certain that cultural differences in collectivism and individualism are the most well-studied cultural dimensions in psychology [15]. In a collectivistic culture, people are encouraged to evolve interdependent selves and consider themselves within a mutual connection with close others in important aspects, prioritizing a good relationship instead of their own particular goals [16]. In contrast, the individualistic culture encourages people to develop their independent self-awareness and consider themselves as comparatively different individuals ever from close others, developing their own goals and personalities [17]. What is more, combining with the other dimension oriented by East-West cultural distinctions in explaining cultural differences, collectivism tends to assert in eastern society. At the same time, individualism is more frequent in pronounce of western cultures [18]. Whereas, there are different parents’ goals in diverse cultural contexts for their children, being the guidance for parental beliefs [19]. For example, children’s socialization goals set by Western parents are more likely to be related to selflessness, tolerance, and respect, while East-Asian parents value determination, hard work, and perseverance [20]. Therefore, parenting styles may be related to diverse cultures - parents in collectivistic culture contexts such as eastern nations tend to use authoritarian parenting strategies. In contrast, parents in individualistic culture contexts such as western nations tend to be authoritative, indirectly influencing children’s theory-of-mind development.

Based on the studies of the relation between parenting styles and cultural contexts, a question can be put forward: whether parenting styles influence children’s theory-of-mind development under collectivism and individualism society or not. According to Rudy and Grusec, parent’s endorsement of collectivism was a predictor of using an authoritarian parenting strategy. Their parenting aims, such as respecting authority and obedience, were more normative, influencing parenting effects and parental behaviors [21]. Similarly, in the study conducted by Li et al. in mainland China, collectivistic socialization goals of Chinese mothers and their parenting styles were evaluated in a large sample of mother-child dyads. It was found that there was a positive correlation between Chinese maternal endorsement of collectivism socialization goals and their parenting styles of authoritarian and authoritative and behavioural control [22]. In addition, the research by Shahaecian et al. conducted in Iran showed semblable results [23]. In the research, Iranian mothers’ disciplinary strategies were assessed in the sample of 40 Iranian children (Mage=60.5 months) and their mothers at different educational levels (Mage=32 years) from two kindergartens located in a
middle-class area. To measure Iranian mothers’ disciplinary strategies, a parenting questionnaire was created by Shahaeian and his colleagues containing six disciplinary scenarios adapted from Ruffman et al. and coded it with three categories of answers: Discuss (describe and interpret the consequences of inappropriate behaviors with their children), Let Child Decide, How to Feel (let children think about other feelings with the scene), Silence (ignore children’s misbehaviors), Boss (control, punish their children or decide for them), Social Norms and Parent Emotions [24]. Finally, the study results indicated that two disciplinary strategies -Silence and Social Norms were used only by Iranian mothers but were not used by western parents according to previous literature, which was likely due to the differential cultural reason. Besides, individual mothers in Iran had tendencies of being consisted in the disciplinary strategies in different disciplinary scenarios, and the Boss strategy, which was negatively related to children’s theory of mind, was the most commonly used, while How to Feel which was positively related to children’s theory of mind development was the least common. These results indicated that under the social background of collectivism in eastern societies such as Asia, parents tend to use authoritarian parenting strategies related to children’s delayed development of the theory of mind.

On the contrary, it is also important to understand whether there is any difference in parenting styles under the cultural background of individualism that affects children’s theory-of-mind development. Indeed, authoritative parenting encouraged the characteristics attached with importance in individualistic societies, such as self-assertion due to the promotion of autonomy as a significant aspect of authoritative parenting [25]. Additionally, previous studies showed that authoritative parenting was at high prevalence while authoritarian parenting was at low prevalence in individualistic areas and countries, especially western countries [26]. For example, Rudy and Grusec assessed parenting styles at cross-cultural perspective in the sample of two Canada-mother groups with different cultural background – 33 of them were of West-Europe cultural background and the remaining (n=26) were recent immigrants to Canada from India, Iran, and Pakistan, which are collectivistic countries according to Hofstede’s classification in 2015 [27]. The result found that compared with mothers in western European cultural backgrounds, mothers from collectivistic countries preferred collectivistic parenting, particularly those from Egypt. Egyptian-Canadian mothers showed higher endorsement of collectivist parenting, tending to favor authoritarian parenting style. Moreover, the study by Chao suggested that compared with the White families, the authoritative parenting was less culturally correlative in Asian-American families [28]. Similarly, parenting styles and individualism were assessed in the sample of parents from several junior high schools in northeastern Texas, and the finding suggested that individualism was significantly related to authoritative parenting styles [29]. Hence, authoritative parenting style may have a positive correlation with children’s theory-of-mind development in individualistic culturally contexts – authoritative parents encourage children to express their opinions and be skeptical with diverse views of the world while negotiating familiar norms together, which is beneficial for developing children’s own perspective and also understanding others’ mental states.

Combining the view of the authoritative parenting style being more popular in the west under the individualistic cultural influence and eastern parent’s preference of using authoritarian parenting style under the collectivistic cultural impact, it is worth discussing a cultural difference between eastern children’s theory-of-mind development and western. Past research found that with a contrast with children in North American, theory of mind of children of matching ages in Hong Kong showed a delayed development, even though most of the children living in Hong Kong are under the situation of being bilingual and having siblings: two helpful factors on promoting children’s theory of mind [30]. The puzzling problem drew the attention of Hughes and his colleagues. They conducted a study which was the first one linking the parental mind-mindedness (parental awareness and attention of their children’s theory-of-mind) and preschoolers’ theory of mind at the cross-cultural perspective, giving a new research point - the effect of a family factor in children’s theory of mind in different cultures [31]. In their study, the cross-cultural differential impact of parental mind-mindedness on preschoolers’ false belief was assessed in a large sample of parent-child dyads, including 120 preschoolers from the United Kingdom (Mage = 3.92 years) and 121 preschoolers from Hong Kong (Mage = 3.99 years). As for the result of the study, after controlling for children’s verbal ability, it showed that preschoolers’ false belief was significantly different in the cultural background of Hong Kong from the United Kingdom: children living in the U.K. showed better acquisition of theory of mind and U.K parents also presented a higher level of their mind-mindedness. What is more, both of the data collecting from Hong Kong and the U.K showed that there is a significant and similar association between parental mind-mindedness and preschoolers’ ToM, and relative to the U.K., parents from Hong Kong were less likely to describe their children’s attributes, especially psychological attributes in general. In sum, these outcomes of the finding both implied the importance of familiar environment on children’s theory-of-mind development in different cultural backgrounds, that is, western children showed a better acquisition of theory of mind than those in eastern, and also western parents are more likely to pay attention to children’s mental states, which was associated with superior development of children’s ToM.
In addition to the diverse developmental level of children’s theory of mind in east and west previous studies also suggested that there may be a cultural difference in the timing and sequence of children’s theory-of-mind development in western and eastern nations. For example, in the study by Wellman et al., the different sequential orderings of children’s theory-of-mind development in Anglo-Western nations and China were evaluated by using a ToM Scale consisting of five steps - (DD – Diverse Desire, DB – Diverse Beliefs, KA – Knowledge Access, FB – False Belief, HE – Hidden Emotion). It was found that the sequence of ToM on children living in Australia and America is DD > DB > KA > FB > HE, while Chinese children showed an ordering of DD > KA > DB > FB > HE, which also presented in others Asian nations such as Singapore and Iran [32]. To assess the developmental sequence of children’s theory of mind, two differentially parental culture attitudes (individualism versus collectivism) and two parenting styles (authoritarianism versus authoritativeness), Kuntoro et al. conducted an unprecedented study in Indonesia in 48% sample living in Jakarta while 52% living in Bogor, including 122 children in the mean age of 64.8 months and their mothers [33]. The study showed that not only the lower level of development in children’s theory of mind was significantly related to their parental endorsement of authoritarian parenting but also the sequencing development of ToM: Jakarta children presented the same ordering as those in China and Iran, while Bogor children presented the same as Anglo-Western children, likely because of the child’s ethnicity. Although the finding only focused on Indonesia, it provided a perspective of microcultural difference to discuss the impact of parenting style on preschooler’s theory of mind. Therefore, the timing of children’s theory-of-mind development varies in diverse cultures, either from the perspective of cross-cultures and microcultures. These results indicated a difference between east and west. Compared with their peers, Anglo-Western children are more likely to develop Diverse Beliefs first, while eastern children are more likely to develop Knowledge Access first.

3. CROSS-CULTURAL DIFFERENCES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TOM AND RELEVANT FACTORS

One of the key factors relevant to preschooler’s theory-of-mind development is an executive functioning skill, which may be varying under the impact of different parenting goals in east and west, for example, eastern parents tend to more focus their children’s socialization goals on hard work than those in western [20]. According to past studies, executive functioning, consisting of four aspects: working memory, inhibitory control, set-shifting, and resistance to interference, is suggested to be a skill of effortfully, consciously controlling the thoughts and behaviors. That is, it monitors and commands cognitive function and following behavioral outcomes [34]. Moreover, the relationship between preschooler’s executive functioning and theory of mind was well-established, which can be explained into several theoretical accounts such as expression account and emergence account [35]. As for expression account, it suggests that preschoolers’ scores in executive requirements tasks could simply present the level of their theory-of-mind development. Alternatively, the view of emergence account states that EF skill is a significant condition of acquiring ToM understanding but could not display preschoolers’ understanding of ToM with simple test-performances. In other words, both expression account and emergence account emphasize executive functioning as an important factor in preschoolers’ acquisition of ToM. In addition, the results of previous research presented East-West cultural differences in the development of executive functioning. For example, in the study conducted by Wang et al., executive function across cultures was assessed in the sample of children from the U.K. and Hong Kong at the average age of 10.81 years old [36]. The finding suggested that children studying in Hong Kong local schools present superior EF skills but a lower understanding of the theory of mind than those in the matching age from the United Kingdom, which displayed a situation of double dissociation and challenges the perspective of expression account. In sum, these studies all implied a cultural impact on children’s executive functioning gaining which is an important, relevant factor to the theory of mind, that is, eastern parents tend to pay more attention to their children’s acquisition of executive functioning, which is one of the reasons of eastern children with superior EF skills, and it also implies an impact of parenting on not only children’s theory-of-mind development but also their gaining of EF skills.

Additionally, cultural impacts on the acquisition of executive functioning may happen in middle childhood and at the preschool stage. An explanation of familiar factors from cultural psychologists is that Chinese children are expected to master the ability of inhibitory control before two years old. In contrast, American children do not expect that until their children’s preschool years [37]. Besides, in the preschool setting, inhibitory control is more encouraged and valued in China relative to the United States. Chinese children are more likely to have opportunities to practice EF skills, which may be implied that the development of executive function in Chinese preschoolers is higher than those in America. What is more, a cross-cultural study by Sabbargh and his colleagues gave evidences to the assumption [38]. In the study, preschoolers’ theory of mind and the development of executive function in China were evaluated in the sample of 109 Chinese preschoolers (M age= 4.02 years) comparing with 107 American children (M = 3.95 years). The result showed
that Chinese preschoolers performed significantly better on executive function tasks than those in American. Furthermore, the developmental trajectory of preschoolers’ theory of mind in mainland China and the United States is similar, consistent with the outcomes of the previous study. Finally, even though preschoolers in China showed an advanced performance in executive-functioning tasks, there is no similar superiority on the tasks of theory of mind. Additionally, the relatively advanced children’s theory of mind could be predicted by the advanced executive functioning in western culture but not in eastern cultures. Hence, these findings indicated that the acquisition of eastern children’s executive functioning was superior to those in western and eastern parental goals. That was relative to their parental behaviors such as expecting children to gain inhibitory control are more likely to be one of the factors affecting children’s EF skills gaining. Additionally, eastern parenting goals such as the expectation of children’s gaining executive functioning may lead to a unilateral practice of EF skills, while with the influence of western parenting goals such as the expectation of children’s theory-of-mind acquisition, western children are more likely to gain their EF skills via their social behaviors, which also indicates that parenting styles were related to the timing and sequence of their children’s theory-of-mind development and acquisition of executive functioning.

4. LIMITATION AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Although past studies revealed the impacts of parenting style on preschoolers’ theory-of-mind development, there were several limitations in nowadays studies. Firstly, major studies on theory-of-mind focus on children at the preschool stage using cross-sectional research and fewer follow-up middle childhood studies. Therefore, as for future research, it is significant to put forward on children in middle childhood using the longitudinal approach in order to test whether parenting can predict latter theory-of-mind development or not. Secondly, children’s theory-of-mind was basically assessed by testing children’s individual skills in labs but not in natural settings. Hence, the measure of children’s theory of mind can link with their social skills and directly connect the theory-of-mind testing with parenting rather than taking it as a medium for the future direction. Finally, the measured dimension of parenting styles is simplex – three types of parenting styles (authoritative, authoritarian, and permissive parenting) adapting from Baumrind’s theory [2]. Thus, more measurements of parenting styles can be used in the future in order to evaluate the impact of parenting styles on children’s theory-of-mind development in a comprehensive approach.

5. CONCLUSION

In sum, parenting styles consisting of parental demandingness and parental responsiveness were related to children’s theory-of-mind development, especially at their preschool stage. Combined with East–West and individualism–collectivism’s cross-cultural perspective, eastern parents tend to use authoritarian parenting in collectivistic society, which was related to delayed development in children’s theory-of-mind. In contrast, authoritative parenting is more likely to be used by western parents under the individualistic cultural background, which was correlated to a high level of development in the theory of mind in western children. Based on these findings, children living in the western showed a superior development of the theory of mind than those in the eastern in the matching ages. Additionally, relative to Anglo-Western children, eastern children (in particular in Asia) are more possibly to develop KA first rather than DB, and the timing and sequence of children’s theory-of-mind development in eastern are more likely to be DD > KA > DB > FB > HE while Anglo-Western is DD > DB > KA > FB > HE. The better acquisition of executive functioning, which is a key factor associated with theory of mind, happened on eastern preschoolers compared with those in the west due to eastern parents’ higher expectations of their children’s gaining inhibitory control. Thus, these evidences showed a relation between parenting styles and preschoolers’ theory of mind under diverse cultural backgrounds.
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